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Apartheid and Morality

By

David S. Roberts

Apartheid is that policy of segregation practiced by tliose living

under the social, political, economic, and cultural systems of the

Republic of South Africa. Because it encompasses all of these sys-

tems, apartheid is total segregation. Morality might be defined as

virtuous behavior leading to the development of human dignity and
freedom and the writer feels that it is justifiable to relate apartheid

and morality, since the defenders of apartheid insist on using morality

to justify the policy. In 1964, Charles A. W. Manning,^ set forth

the three major points for a pro-apartheid position but the writer is

taking an opposite position.

First, the "irresponsible" foreigner insists that apartheid is "mor-
ally wrong," while the "responsible" South African asks whether
there is any less immoral approach, as stated by the apartheid de-

fender.- The defender feels that the "irresponsibility" of the foreigner

is communist-inspired, and he tends to link integration with com-
munism as does the American Radical Right, like the John Birch

Society. Manning claims that it is academic whether the so-called

democratic states have joined the communist states, in demanding
an end to apartheid, or vice versa. Further he sets up a government-
al system that holds that anyone who advocates or practices inte-

gration is subject to prosecution under South Africa's Suppression

of Communism Act. In linking integration and communism, we find

a perfect example of an illogical syllogism. The syllogism might be as

follows: the major premise argues that communists advocate in-

tegration of the races; the minor premise states that Individual A
or Group X advocate integration; and the conclusion finds that In-

dividual A or Group X are communists.

The defender of apartheid then moves from a linking of integra-

tion and communism to a defense of the complexities of the South
African situation. He feels that the complexities are more than multi-

racial in nature, such as in the United States, they are also multi-

cultural in nature. He might conclude his argument by quoting from
the Tomlinson Commission of the South African government that

finds

:

... a continuation of the pohcy of integration would in-

tensify racial friction and animosity and the only

alternative is to promote the establishment of separate

communities in their own separate territories where

^Charles A. W.Manning, "In Defense of Apartheid," Foreign Affairs (Octo-
ber, 1964), pp. 135-149.

-The words irresponsible, responsible, and morally wrong are Manning's;
the words set off by quotation marks are the author's.
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each will have the fullest opportunity for self-expres-

sion and development.^

On the other hand, some defenders of apartheid refuse to defend

the morality of the system, but they feel that it has at least brought

order, and that is better than the chaos in Black Africa, such as

that found in the Republic of the Congo formerly known as Belgian

Congo. Such an argument overlooks the sordid details of white rule

in Africa. The chaos that does exist in Black Africa is most certainly

the result, for the most part, of white rule or misrule, and not the

result of any natural inferiority of the black Africans, as the defen-

ders seem to imply.

The South Africans seem to fear cultural contacts that bring about

cultural change, which may lead to assimilation and acculturation,

and which may make a stronger society. They appear to avoid studies

of culture contact—change, in favor of the abnormality of pulling

into themselves, as though contact with the native culture would
somehow subvert their (superior?) European culture.

Second, the defender of apartheid steps aside of the morality

question, and he argues that separate development does not mean a

policy based on "unfriendliness toward the nonenfranchised majority

of the population, for whose welfare the white minority has borne
responsibility since 1910"^ He presents the standard argument that

the natives have much good will towards the whites, if "outside

agitators" would only leave them alone, and that they look to the

whites for leadership, employment, enterprise, and initiative. And it

is claimed that the whites are sincere in giving paternalism.

While it is claimed that apartheid is not based on any negative

force, such as "unfriendUness," it is declared that it is based on
the positive force of nationalism. Thus, apartheid becomes an ex-

pression of nationalism, as found in the collective self-love of the

cultural heritage of the European forefather. And because it is mani-
festation of nationahsm, or rather because it is nationalism, apartheid

is not an attitude toward the black man in Manning's thinking. To hnk
racial supremacy arguments with the positive force of nationalism

does not give succor to those who suffer repression by the system.

The author is certain that the Second World War victims of Nazism
would not be given comfort, as they were herded into the gas

chambers, to learn that they were being killed in the cause of the

positive force of German nationalism, rather than in the cause of

the negative force of anti-Semitism. Certainly, the same would be
true of the black African in South Africa. Horrible excesses have
been made, throughout recent history, in the cause of nationalism,

and to link such excesses with nationahsm does not make them just

or moral.

Apartheid is morally weak because it is based on segregation and
discrimination, and the whole system of white rule is based absolutely

Hbid.
*Ibid.
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on keeping the non-white majority in an inferior status. Apartheid,

Hke slavery, "de-humanizes" the individual, makes him less than a

human, strips him of human dignity and freedom and uses race or

skin color to identify exploiter from exploited. The South African

exploiters are years behind in accepting the nonwhite as a human.
The real evil of apartheid, as stated by South African Roman
CathoHc Archbishop Denis Hurley,

... is that it refuses to recognize human dignity and by
every cruel refinement of law, custom, and convention pours
scorn on the humanity of men and women created with an in-

born hunger for recognition, for acceptance by their fellow

man.^

Third, the defender of apartheid states that the liquidation of white

South Africa would require collective submission, of sacrificial love,

the essence of Christianity:

But, if it is only by such collective self immolation that a

people can reveal itself as Christian, never since the coming
of Christianity has there existed a Christian people. .

.^

Under such standards, the defender claims, democracy would not

be a Christian system for it is based on collective selfishness, and
not on sacrificial love. Only an extremist could argue that culture

contact—culture change means "self immolation" or "sacrificial col-

lective submission." Extremists see change as all evil or all good,

and the defender of apartheid sees change coming from culture con-

tact as total evil leading to "self immolation." According to one
Anglican bishop, Edward Crowther, the established churches in South
Africa, with minor exceptions, are not building the theological

foundations which will permit culture change, and the theologians

do not appear to be wrestling with the fundamental questions of who
Christ is and who man is. In addition, no other organized institution

or group in South Africa is building such foundations for culture

change.

Thus, apartheid is an extremist doctrine or dogma, which pictures

all change as total evil, and its defenders link the advocates of culture

change or integration with the communists as being communist-
inspired. It could be considered to be immoral, lacking in the develop-

ment of human dignity and freedom, because it is based on dis-

crimination and segregation against the nonwhite majority, in the

name of nationalism.

^Hurley, Dennis,'T/ze Christian Century", (March 18, 1964), pp. 378-380.

^Manning, op. cit.
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The Theory and Practice of Freedom

by

David S. Roberts

Freedom is a concept which has fascinated western man, begin-

ning with the ancient Greeks, for centuries. In every society, freedom
is relative and not absolute. Scholars have pondered the relativity

of freedom to another concept called "authority." The purpose of

this paper is to discuss a concept of freedom, in general terms, and
to attempt to reveal the relationship of freedom and authority. An
effort will be made to set up an ideal balance between the two
concepts. Since authority tends to be exercised by government, in

modern society, a major section of the paper is devoted to the

relationship of freedom and government. The latter half of the

paper is more specific, as the author strives to describe the concept

of freedom, and threats to freedom, in America, Russia, and the

so-called emerging nations of Asia, Africa, and Latin America. A
concluding section relates a possible American program to effect

freedom in the emerging nations.

Definitions and Concepts of Freedom

In its broadest sense, as defined in the encyclopedia,^ freedom
is divided into at least three concepts, national freedom, individual

freedom (a Western as opposed to a Communist concept), and
Marxian freedom. National freedom is the struggle of a nation,

state or an emerging nation state to achieve freedom from rule by
domination of another nation state. Individual freedom is the right

of an individual, living in a social community and under a govern-

ment, to act as he chooses but subject to restraint by law. Marxian
freedom is a hope of the future that through present economic
freedom, which is the elimination of the exploitation of the masses
by the ruling capitalist classes through revolution, greater freedoms
may be reahzed in an Utopian society; the revolution is to be violent,

the dictatorship of the proletariat follows until capitalism is over-

thrown everywhere, and then finally the creation of a classless society

where everyone is equal and freedom is complete.

Samuel Eliot Morison, in his book Freedom in Contemporary
Society, said that the term freedom is used for national independence,
democratic or representative government within a country, freedom

^"Liberty or Freedom," The New Funk & WagnaUs Encyclopedia, Vol. 21
(New York: Unicorn Publishers, Inc., 1950, 1951), pp. 7837-7839.
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of the individual against any government, and civil rights.^ This

definition, like the one from the encyclopedia, remains broad.^

Max Ascoli, in his little book The Power of Freedom, gave a

more specific indentification, definition, and function of freedom

(than Morison) when he stated:

Freedom is power, man-made power that men release

as a by-product of their labor and that gives them in

turn a chance to exert some control over the conditions

of their lives. It is man-making power, transmitted to

men through their rights, a power that sustains their

efforts, makes persons of them, puts them in condi-

tion to do their work well and to give back to society,

sharpened and refurbished, the power they have

absorbed."^

The producer-consumer of this power is the individual though the

distribution is social.

The third and last definition and concept of freedom is by Chris-

tian Bay in The Structure of Freedom.^ Here the author spoke of

freedom as self-expression or the individual's incentive, capacity and
opportunity "to express whatever he is or can be motivated to

express."*' Bay then lists three component concepts of freedom.

First, psychological freedom is the degree of harmony between overt

behavior and basic motives. ''^ This includes positive freedom which
is spontaneous activity of the total, integrated personality.^ Second,

social freedom is the relative disappearance of perceived external

restraints of an individual's behavior, which includes governmental
or oven restraints.*' And third, potential freedom is the relative non-
presence of unperceived external restraints on individual behavior,

which includes covert acts or restraints.^"

The Theory of Freedom

The Relationship of Freedom to Authority

Authority, as represented mainly by government, and freedom,
as represented by the people's right to act as they choose, are two
entirely separate but interdependent concepts. When authority is

weighted decidedly, the state moves into a totalitarian stage, and
freedom is above reality for men to dream about but not to experi-

-Civil rights has three principal rights: first, the right of personal liberty or
the freedom of action subject to restraint under law; second, the right of
personal security or the protection against violence by private persons and
freedom from arbitrary arrest, and invasion of the home; and third, the
right of private ownership of property. "Rights, Civil or Civil Liberty,"
The New Funk & Wagnalls Encyclopedia, vol. 28, pp. 10, 395-10, 397.

^Samuel Eliot Morison, Freedom in Contemporary Society (Boston, Mass.:
Little, Brown and Co., 1956), pp. 6-7.

•*Max Ascoli, The Power of Freedom (New York: Farrar, Straus and Co.,
1949), p. 116.

^Christian Bay, The Structure of Freedom (Palo Alto, Calif.: Stanford Uni-
versity Press, 1958).

""Ibid., p. 83.

Ubid.
^Ibid., p. 84.

"Hbid., p. 88.

10/6/W., p. 95.
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ence. When freedom is weighted decidedly, the state tends toward

anarchy. A perfect balance between the two concepts is never

reached but is the ideal. Practical examples taken from the modem
scene move toward or away from the ideal. A state may be judged

by its balance of authority to freedom to determine where in the

political scale it belongs, whether a stable or unstable dictatorship

or a stable or unstable democracy.

Some social scientists decry the use of an ideal, or at least the

misuse of it, as a goal toward which reality moves. ^^ They claim,

with much justification, that we use, or rather misuse, the ideal to

excuse our shortcomings and failures in securing and applying our

rights by justifying them, that the ideal is not easy, and even im-

possible, to reach. They charge that we place the ideal so high in

the sky that we divorce it from reality, so high that we forget it or

ignore it, and so high that it becomes unattainable. Thus, we pave

the way for compromises and half-hearted and half-cynical adjust-

ments, with the result that we pay only "lip service" to freedom.

At this point the writer offers an "ideal" ideal? The ideal has

value in and of itself. This value is to use the ideal as a goal toward
which society moves, and to use it as a standard to gauge the

degree of deviation toward or away from the ideal course. The ideal

must be given realism, dynamism, shape, motion, and attainability

.

There must be a re-dedication of the people on the importance of

reaching hungrily toward the ideal. Every sincere effort of the in-

dividual, or society of which he is a part, to reach the ideal must
be praised for it is better to have tried and failed than to have
sat motionless or to have floundered in confusion and indecision.

Sincere dedication to the ideal and its attainment must be judged by
acts (actual moves toward the ideal) and not by words. To have
no ideal is to ensure the possibility of some self-dedicated dema-
gogue setting up one's own conception of the ideal and mobilizing

society to move toward its attainment.

The "ideal" ideal is a relative balance of authority to freedom,
with a mutual give-and-take between the two which is a healthy

thing. As has been said, perfect balance can never be reached but at

times the weight will sUghtly favor authority and at other times it will

slightly favor freedom. If this seems to be precarious balance, it

must be stated that democracy is a precarious forni of government,
and democracy is best seen as a relative balance of authority to free-

dom.i- Various checks on both sides of the scale must be preserved

to ensure that it is not thrown too strongly in favor of either authority

or freedom. A later selection of this paper is devoted more fully

to this matter. ^^

To gain a relative balance between authority and freedom, the

following three elements must be present to form the "ideal" ideal:

i^Ascoli, op. cit., pp. 98-100.
^^A more precise definition of democracy will be given later.

^'See a later section of the paper, "The Relationship of Freedom to the Gov-
ernment and to the People."
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The political community must be strong enough to enforce its au-

thority — the enforcement must be done through the use of sanc-

tions not through the use of coercion or manipulation. Sanctions are

any type of restraint on individual behavior in the form of an induce-

ment toward or away from certain kinds of behavior. ^^ The induce-

ment can be in the form of a reward or punishment and it can be

either personal or impersonal. Coercion is the use of actual physical

violence or the apphcation of sanctions in such extreme forms that

the individual is subject to a great punishment or loss of a greatly

desired reward, unless he abandons the course of action or inaction

dictated by his own enduring and strong wishes and motives. ^^

Manipulation is the control of information to encourage or discourage

certain behavior. ^'' The people's resistance to manipulation can be
increased through controversial not impartial approaches in the

educational system.

Restrictions on individual freedom must be reasonable as judged

by the courts, with standards and limitations on the government
officials to deny unreasonable and arbitrary authority.

There must be restrictions on the use of majority rule. A human
right is a freedom given to all men and it cannot be taken away
by majority rule. If an individual's freedom does not restrict another's

freedom, it should not be taken away no matter how small a minority

to which the individual belongs. A society is as free as its weakest
underdog. Questions of equal justice under the law and equity for

suffering minorities must not be decided by majorities but by the

judicial process. ^^ There must be internal organizations that allow

citizens to draw up alternative programs for the course of govern-
ment—these organizations, like political parties and interest groups,

serve as counter-balances to prevent a decided weight in favor of

authority as opposed to freedom. Political parties strive for authority

when in power, and for freedom when out of power. Minority
parties, as well as the people, have a responsibility to prevent ma-
jority parties from identifying themselves as the government. This
will happen once they are no longer afraid of the opposition and the

inactive mass of citizens. Interest groups, as well as private in-

dividuals, strive for freedom for themselves and authority to be
applied to some other interest. The government must have final

authority over these groups by informing the citizens and govern-
mental officials of their structure, purpose, and movements, and to

educate both so that they may withstand the manipulative powers
wielded by these groups. The citizens must be left alone enough
to have a life of their own, so that they may realize fully their

potentialities, with the ability to actively and spontaneously live life—this includes the right of each individual to develop his talents

and potentialities toward maturity and achievement; to gain adequate

i^Bay, op. cit., p. 89.

^ ^Harold D. Lasswell and Abraham Kaplan, Power and Society: A Framework
for Political Inquiry, (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1950),
p. 97. See also Bay, op. cit., p. 93.

^•'Lasswell and Kaplan, op. cit., p. 98.
^Ubid., p. 386.
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access toward other values than the ones expressed by his society

according to freely expressed preferences; to have security that cir-

cumstances will continue to favor his freedom, growth, and value

position; and to achieve maximum physical and mental health. ^^

The Relationship of Freedom to Authority,

To the Government and to the People

Once national freedom has been attained, political freedom be-

comes the bulwark and prerequisite for all other freedoms. Without

it no other freedoms are secure. Political freedom guarantees the

most active and productive interrelation between the government and
its citizens.

Political freedom contains three elements which are freedom of

government, in government, and from government. Freedom of

government from outside oppression and the whims of its citizens,

and freedom in government and freedom from government pertain

to individuals and groups within and without the government. These
elements are interrelated and are endangered or destroyed by the

disappearance or overextension of the others. Two extremes can be

cited: a government so dependent on outside forces, whether wielded

by a foreign government or its own citizens, that its governmental

and political organs have no room for choice and decision; and a

runaway state where the government is so dominant that the citizens

are unable to exert any control over the course of public affairs.

These two extremes can be related to the observations of authority

as opposed to freedom.

The citizens are of the state but are not the state. Both have their

separate functions and are on a different plain. During election time

and during a period of war, the citizens become identified and equal

with their state, both working for a common end which is either the

selection of elective governmental officials or the gaining of a victory

through a war effort. To say that the citizens are the state assures

the day that some individual or group steps forward to say "I am
the state!" To identify the citizens as the state is to burden them with

an impossible task for modem governments are too large, complex,
and unpredictable for the citizens to feel comfortable and confident

in their role as the state. As stated, during a war the citizens and the

state drift together, and to say the citizens are the state is to foist a

war-time situation into peace-time. Max Ascoli, in his definition of

democracy, sums up the necessary separation between the citizens

and the state.

Democracy is the mature and humane discipline of men
who know how to run themselves well, how to respect their

own rights and the requirements of their institutions, how
to obey those institutions, to run them and to be indepen-

dent of them.i^

The final control of the government is with the citizens in their

ability to change the government at reasonably spaced elections.

^^Ibid., p. 97.

^''Ascoli, op. cit., pp. 134-135.
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There must be certain requirements to ensure that this important

process remains completely in the control of the electorate. First,

there must be a choice of men not of programs. If only one candi-

date runs and he offers the voters a choice of programs there is no
guarantee he will change the program to suit their wishes. But even

if the voters have a choice of candidates there is still no guarantee

that the victor will carry out the program he supported during the

election. The electorate has the final control though for they may
vote out the incumbent at the next election and vote his opponent
in, which is not possible in a pohtical system that runs but one
candidate. Second, the power of the people must be transferred to

known, designated trustees for a stated or reasonable certain amount
of time. Third,, the power must be given in measurable, controlled

amounts and not in unhmited amounts. Fourth, the trustees must be
responsible for the power and know that they must be held account-

able for its use at some future time.

The government has final control over any restrictions, violations

or destructions of individual personality. The government must see

to it that persons who wish to decrease human rights of others do
not succeed. The government itself may restrict, violate, or destroy

individual personality in some form or forms, and it is to this extent

not to be obeyed.

A Note on Freedom
Freedom is one-half of our scale; remove it and there is no

guarantee how far authority will carry the people. One thing is cer-

tain, without freedom, authority will pervade all facts of life and there

will be no protection for the people against it. Freedom is man-made
and to deny it or to restrict it severely is to deny the full expression

and development of the individual. Freedom is a valuable substance,

one may almost say the basis of all other values, and it allows the

full growth and development of these values. Man may consider the

right to work as a value, but how much fuller and richer freedom
makes it!

Freedom in America

Basis for Political Freedoms
State and federal constitutions are the' legalistic basis for our

political freedoms—constitutions are primarily instruments for the

increasing of human freedom through the gradual expansion of hu-
man rights. The power of the constitution must be backed up by an
alert court to stop the majority from destroying the rights of an un-
popular minority.-"

-*^The United States is indeed fortunate to have a politically and socially alert

court. On June 12, 1961, the United States Supreme Court finished its

last case of the 1960-1961 term, in which it handed down 120 written
decisions of which 54 or 45% were involved with civil liberties and ex-
tension and protection of them. During the 1935-36 term, 160 written deci-
sions were handed down but only two dealt with civil liberties. Constitu-
tional freedoms comprise the greatest proportion of the Court's work over
the last 25 years. The Court has become the nation's guardian of the
liberties of the people.

See Leo Pfeffer, "Supreme Court's Changing Interest," The Nation
(September 23, 1961), pp. 180-181.
As state courts are failing to protect and extend civil liberties, people

are turning more and more to the federal courts.
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The separation of powers is the structural basis for our political

freedoms—it prevents the executive or legislative branch from getting

the upper-hand with the judiciary as the arbiter in the disputes be-

tween the branches of government, between the government and its

citizens, and between the citizens.

Threats to Political Freedom

There are specific threats to political freedom in contemporary-

America. Such threats include (1) undemocratic, super-patriotic

behavior of right wing groups; (2) the increased power over in-

dividuals of administrative organizations; (3) the growth of the

miUtary-industrial complex; (4) and Congressional investigation into

subversive activities.

( 1 ) The efforts to meet the internal Communist threat are gener-

ally done outside of the democratic system through the use of

hysteria, flag-waving and super-patriotism and not through the use

of rationality. It is time for us to question these practices. What
concrete insights into the Communist threat have the flag-wavers

and super-patriots brought to us? what concrete contributions to our
political freedoms and the betterment of our lives do they offer us?

They bring us no valid insights or contributions, and any they do
bring are vastly outweighed and made inconsequential by the mutual
distrust and hatred they create and spread. Any attempts by groups
or individuals who use these practices to restrict, violate, or destroy

individual personality should be rigidly stopped by the government.

In addition, any attempts made against human rights should be
stopped since human rights are vital for the growth and development
of freedom and individual personahty. The educational system-^

can decrease the effect on individuals of manipulation and propaganda
by such groups of individuals, and it has an important responsibility

to do so.

(2) The vast increase of administrative power — administrative

agencies, boards, commissions, and committees have increasing

powers over individuals which are concomitant with the general in-

crease of the powers and functions of government. One example of

an administrative agency joining with anti-communist forces to re-

strict individual freedom is the Attorney General's List of Subversive

Organizations. The list was first drawn up in 1948 to aid in deter-

mining the loyalty of federal employees. It was to be kept secret,

and to be used only to question employees found to be members of

organizations on the list. The list was not kept secret, and if an
individual was an actual or former member of an organization on
the hst, it was used to determine his fitness to serve in various func-

tions and services, such as tenancy in federal housing projects, em-
ployment in manufacturing plants having defense contracts, and
employment by international organizations like the United Nations.

Most flagrant violations have diminished since the 1955 Supreme

^The writer refers to the educational system in its broadest terms, not only
the formal system per se, but it is inclusive of all facets of our political,

economic, and social systems which have educational functions.
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Court decision, which declared unconstitutional the use of that list

to determine the fitness or unfitness of an individual in a situation

that did not involve actual government employment.-- This case

served as a precedent for overruling other misuses of the list. This
is one more example of a politically and socially alert court.-^ It must
be admitted that administrative agencies in many cases help to create

freedom as well as to take it away, and thus help to maintain the

relative balance between authority and freedom.

(3) The military-industrial complex attempts to move the relative

balance in favor of authority and to restrict freedom in favor of

ultraconservative, even fascist, movements. Both sectors of the com-
plex do not breed freedom, and they attempt to restrict the growth
and development of individual freedom so as to favor the develop-

ment of the organization. They present a substitute for individual

freedom which is the broader corporate and military freedom, the

freedom to be free from domination of other sectors of society. The
military-industrial complex argues that individual freedom is no
longer feasible but must be subjugated to the greater freedom of the

organization, and that the individual gains value by experiencing

freedom on the organizational not the individual level. The complex
supports reactionary movements for they fear that any type of change
will threaten their position in our society,- ^ and they gain support in

these movements by the masses who also have great fear of change
in the form of automotion and industrial technological increases

which lead to unemployment and the hke.-^ The government must
keep the military-industrial complex from restricting, violating, and
destroying individual personality. The educational system must in-

crease the educational and mechanical skills of the masses so that

they may meet the future fearlessly with renewed confidence.

(4) Congressional investigation into subversive activities is a way
in which Congress can get at its political enemies, and it opens the

door to many violations of the witnesses' constitutional rights.-*'

Samuel Eliot Morison said:

. . . the practice of Congress's sending one or two members
of an inquisitorial team trotting about the country, alleged-

ly to gain information on subversive activities, has become
a series of 'star chamber' proceedings, in which all legal

safeguards to a defendant are ignored. He is called upon
to affirm or deny charges made by anonymous accusers;

he is bullied and blackguarded in the best style of old Judge

--National Lawyers Guild v. Herbert Brownell Jr., Attorney General, 1955.

-^It is small wonder that right wing forces, who wish to decrease our freedoms,
are out to "get" the Court.

-^These movements also guarantee greater power and influence for the

military-industrial complex, and even allow them to identify themselves as

the government.
-^Eugene V. Schneider, "The Radical Right," The Nation (September 30,

1961), pp. 199-203.
-*'Frank J. Donner, "The Congressional Pillory," The Nation (February 18,

1961), pp. 143-146.
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Jeffries; his livelihood is threatened; and his good name . . .

is impaired or destroyed.-^

What business is it of a law-making body to investigate into sub-

versive activities unless such activities directly affect its law-making
function? What contributions have such investigations made toward
a better and deeper understanding of the internal Communist threat?-^

What is un-American? Who is to judge what is un-American? No
one defines the term but everyone is supposed to know it, and
no one is supposed to be so naive as to question it or to ask for a

definition. We tend to use the term to define anything we do not like,

and thus we feel justified in restricting it. Accordingly, it seems that

we have lost the battle without firing a shot because this practice

is one of purely communist tactics. The Communists define anything

they do not like as "capitalistic" and then restrict it as such.-*^ The
government must police its own activities in order to ensure that

it does not restrict, violate or destroy individual personality in this

regard.

Tending Toward a Solution

We need to support the status quo at home to the extent of deny-

ing the right of overthrowing our government through violent means.
The democratic system has worked harder and is closer to the ideal

balance between authority and freedom than any other political sys-

tem yet devised. Change of government must come through peaceful

elections. Any overt attempts to overthrow our democratic system
must be judged on their own merits only with judicial safeguards to

protect the defendant. America must work to perfect the balance

of authority and freedom and strive to move closer to the ideal.

America must be revisionary abroad and support economic and
social reforms in emerging nations so as to foster democracy.^^

A Note on Freedom in Russia

Freedom in Russia finds the government playing "lip service" to

it as something to be had in the future. But the Russian people are

experiencing freedom as never before, and it promises to increase

as they obtain greater amounts of education and increasing contacts

with the West. Russia is going through a period of intolerance of other

ideologies fostered possibly by under-confidence. During the Middle
Ages and after, the western democracies went through a similar

-^Morison, op. cit., pp. Al-A'i.

2^Such investigations are more interested in who you are and whom you know
rather than in what you know.

^^We have adopted another Communist tactic of denying the right of speech
to unpopular minorities such as the Communists. We will best destroy the
ideas of communism by overcoming them in public debate, not by denying
Communists a right to speak. Any restriction of free speech, must be
reasonable and there must be limitations and standards to limit and guide
governmental officials in its use.

^"See the last section of this paper, "Freedom in Emerging Nations."
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period of intolerance. Later, it mellowed, and the writer feels sure

that it will in Russia, as confidence, experience, and a moral system

are gained. Russia's moral development is centuries behind its in-

dustrial and technological development. It must be given a chance to

mature, and when it does, freedom as we know it will have a real

chance. As has been the case in Russia, for centuries, individual

freedom has no chance in an atmosphere where the person is not

held to be sacred. Many signs reveal indications that the idea of the

sacredness of individuals has a better chance to survive than ever

before, if one can only point to the fact that Soviet officials are not

liquidating their political opponents. A moral system allows for the

sacredness of human beings.

Freedom in Emerging Nations

National Freedom in Emerging Nations

National freedom or nationalism, which is the combination of the

power of the emerging nations and the emotions and drives of the

people, is the most important force sweeping Africa and Asia. That
there is little concern for individual freedom is not surprising because

national freedom is the base upon which all other freedoms including

political freedom, are placed. Evidence reveals the fact that the

average African and Asian regard temporary economic deprivation

as the price to pay for national freedom. ^^ The nationalist argument
claims that well-being and economic development, considered unat-

tainable under imperialism, are possible only when the country is in

national hands, and at which time that it will move forward to

modernity, wealth, and strength.^- The move for national freedom is

only the asseration that the community is arrayed against the rest of

the world, but separate identity gives one no clue as to how a partic-

ular community will choose to run its internal affairs. As a result,

national freedom can move toward dictatorship or democracy.

Emerging Nations are not Ready for Democracy

The African and Asian nations are not ready for democracy and
they have no actual conception of individual freedom as we in the

Western democracies know it.

First, such concepts as democracy and individual freedom are alien

to the Asians' conception. ^^ The Western belief that individualism

is the fundamental concept underlying democracy and freedom is

not appreciated in a part of the world where the individual is rarely

of primary importance, and the joint family or clan is the social unit.

The individual in Asia for so long a time has been subordinated to

the group and hierarchical order of society, and he has been sub-
jected to inequahties in power, status, and wealth so he must learn

to question the system before he can accept the values of individual

"^Rupert Emerson, "Nationalism and Political Development," in Roy C.
Macridis and Bernard E. Brown (editors). Comparative Politics

—

Notes and
Readings (Homewood, Illinois: Dorsey Press), p. 563.

3-/6/J., p. 564.
^ ^Werner Levi, "Democracy in Asia," in Macridis and Brown, Comparative

Politics, pp. 556-557.
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dignity and rights. Another Western democratic principle that the

Asians are unable to grasp is that sovereignty rests with the people.

All major Asian creeds have developed their own special type of

authoritarianism confirming the conception that the ruler is the

embodiment of supreme political authority.

Second, historically and traditionally the people of Asia and Africa

have been subjected to authoritarianism whether foreign or national.

Proverty-ridden people have little chance, in a climate of rising ex-

pectations, to rally around individual freedom as the embodiment
of democracy if other forms of government promise to give them
quicker results to overcome their need for basic economic necessities,

such as land, food and medicine. These people lack the democratic
tradition, the courage to assert their rights, and the more basic

tradition of standing up against leaders who have shoved them
around for centuries."^ They are completely unfamiliar with the

political give-and-take of authority and freedom, which is needed for

successful democracy.

Third, today weak nations never become strong democracies. The
birth of democracy in America had the advantage of two oceans,

underdeveloped communication and transportation systems, no great

conflicting ideologies as are present today, a Europe embroiled in

its own affairs, and no country capable of aiding its internal enemies,

the American Indian. America had 150 years to become strong.

Western democratic institutions were preceded by general mercantilist

monarchies with planning and control in the hands of a few. These
countries would not have become strong without such undemocratic
practices, and they would not become democracies until after they

were strong. Asian and African countries can adopt Western indus-

trial and technological discoveries and developments given the capital

and technical aid without years, even centuries, of trial and error.

But they cannot adopt democracy in like manner. These countries

are weak politically, economically, and militarily, and they lack

democratic tradition. They have neither strength nor power to with-

stand extreme pressures brought upon them by internal and external

forces. A stable democracy cannot survive in such an atmosphere.

A United States' Program in the Emerging Nations

The United States must support national freedom movements,
especially in Africa where imperialistic forces still dominate in many
parts of that continent. As Seymour Lipset said, the longer we keep
these people out of access to political institutions, the greater chance
that they will turn to violent and extremist ideologies. ^^ Many coun-
tries will not follow the example of India in using non-violent means
at a time when the United States did not support the nationalistic

movement.

Next the United States must foster economic reforms in emerging
nations to appease the people's cry for worldly necessities needed

^^Emerson, op. cit., p. 573.
^^Seymour M. Lipset, "'Some Social Requisites of Democracy," in Macridis
and Brown, Comparative Politics, p. 463.
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for pure existence. People cannot be concerned with what is to come
when they and their children are sick and starving. Economic re-

forms, after the great need for basic necessities are soothed, can

turn to the broader problems of some type of land and mineral re-

distribution so the profits from them can be shared by the entire

population and not just a small sector.

The United States must then turn to the industrial development

and educational reforms after basic economic problems have been

improved. Besides the obvious economic advantages coming from
industrialization, it will also help to develop a middle class, which
will be a step in the direction of bridging the enormous gap between
the upper and lower classes. "^*^ Educational reforms, including the

teaching of technical skills, are necessary to prepare the people

of emerging nations for successful lives in a modem world. Little

can be done to support the growth and development of democratic

ideals in a country like Ghana that as late as 1958 was nine-tenths

iUiterate.-^" Illiteracy does not foster understanding of political, social,

economic, and legal implications of modern government.

The support of national freedom movements, and economic and
educational reforms may ease the atmosphere in the emerging na-

tions and allow the development of "benevolent dictators" of the

Nehru type. These leaders must be men who are able to lead their

countries through a period of top-heavy authoritarianism, ^^ but yet

develop and prepare the people's abilities to accept their responsibili-

ties on the freedom side of the scale.

Where national freedom movements are obstructed, and reforms
are either ignored or fail, Communists and other forms of radicals

are willing to accept responsibility for the development of emerging
nations.

^''Lipset's comments on the "entry into politics problem" as cited above, the

longer people are kept from access to political institutions the greater chance
they will turn to radical ideologies, pertains to moves for individual and
political freedom within a sovereign nation state, as well as for people
striving for national freedom. If the upper classes keep the lower classes

from access to political institutions, the latter will tend to turn to extreme
ideology and become even less acceptable to the upper classes as political

equals. The emergence of a middle class when none existed before will aid
the lower classes in entering the political processes because the middle class

is traditionally the great supporters of individual and political freedoms and
is less committed to the past and the status quo than the upper class.

^^Henry L. Bretton, "Democracy in Ghana," in Macridis and Brown, Com-
parative Politics, p. 548.

^^After independence authoritarianism must continue to dominate in emerging
nations. It is certain that the only hope for development into modernity lies

with the government where profit is not of prime concern and programs
can be cultivated that will benefit the whole country. Development through
private interest (capitalism) has been tried in these areas and has failed
to help the masses, and has lined the pockets of a few. Such a situation
existed in Europe at the time Marx wrote, but has been overcome mainly
through the efforts of trade unionism and the growth and support of it by
"big government." Authority was represented mainly by the capitalists in
the nineteenth century Western world, until the laissez faire system was
upset by the emergence of government as the main and final source of
authority. Authority in the emerging world must be taken from foreign
and domestic private interests and placed on the native government.
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